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Release 4.3.81 – 17/06/2021
1.1.

Update

Version: 4.3.81

Date: 17/06/2020

Whilst we at More4apps have tried to maintain the same look and user interaction, some functionality has been modified due to bug fixes and
enhancements to the code. You can still use your current template worksheets in the new version.
There are no functional changes in this version.

Release 4.3.66 – 15/06/2020
1.1.

New More4apps Brand Applied

Version: 4.3.61

Date: 04/04/2020

This will have no functional impact on users and is purely a cosmetic update.
Existing templates with previous styles will work with this version, please note however the colours may change in these sheets when invoking
Wizard functionality.
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No column names have been added or modified.

1.2.

Improvements in the new Version

Version: 4.3.61

•
•
•
•
•

Date: 04/04/2020

Wizard now Validate Engineering flag rules and improved responsibility accesses to display in the ribbon with correct name and color.
Updated Alternate validation when attempting to Upload Selected.
Wizard has new Firewall Protection modification.
Improved Wizard ribbon display functionality to Correctly download (Form and Sheet) accordance with the Display Option (Current,
Current and Future, All).
Improved Disabled Date validation and insure only ‘[BLANK]’to be used erases the disabled date.
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•
•
•

Improve download functions of Download form including the impact of ECO on the routing.
Improved the Cost Type LOV functions.
Improve validation messaged to be more meaning full.

Release 4.3.39 – 01/08/2019
The following includes details of the incremental fixes, functionality changes and or additions to the Routing Wizard as part of its development and release
process.
Whilst we at More4Apps have tried to maintain the same look and user interaction, some functionality has been modified. You can still use your current
template worksheets in the new version. For information on these changes, please see below:

1.1.

New Color Scheme

Version: 4.3.26

Date: 12/06/2019

More4Apps has implemented a new logo and color scheme. See below for an example:
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No column names have been added or modified.

1.2. Stopped downloading Operations from unimplemented ECOs
Version: 4.3.21

Date: 14/05/2019

As like EBS the Routing Wizard now stops downloading Operations from unimplemented ECOs.

1.3. Download Flow Routings - but is not set up to Validate/Upload them
Version: 4.3.38

Date: 31/07/2019
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‘Flow’ routing can now download via ‘Download using sheet data’.

1.4. Alternate is now Mandatory
Version: 4.3.23

Date: 27/05/2019

‘Alternate’ is now required.
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Release 4.3.16 – 14/01/2019
The following includes details of the incremental fixes, functionality changes and or additions to the Routing Wizard as part of its development and release
process.
Whilst we at More4Apps have tried to maintain the same look and user interaction, some functionality has been modified. You can still use your current
template worksheets in the new version. For information on these changes please see below.

1.1. Functionality for Effective Dates - Now ALLOW PAST DATES profile option from the sheet
Version: 4.2.87

Date: 08-11-2018

Added functional security controls over uploading and downloading Budgets.
Two new profile options added:
•
•

More4Apps: GLW Disable functional security preventing downloads to override download function security control
More4Apps: GLW Disable functional security preventing uploads to override upload function security control

1.2. New Section - Resource Alternates
Version: 4.3.09

Date: 11-11-2018

Added new section ‘Resource Alternates. If this section is not required, this can be excluded from the sheet.
This section also supports Descriptive Flexfields.
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Note - For this new section there is a required minimum version for the product packages.
Spec 1.2.3 06-Nov-18
Body 1.3.6 06-Nov-18

Release 4.2.86 – 22/12/2017
The following includes details of the incremental fixes, functionality changes and or additions to the Routing Wizard as part of its development and release
process.
Whilst we at More4Apps have tried to maintain the same look and user interaction, some functionality has been modified. You can still use your current
template worksheets in the new version. For information on these changes please see below.

1.1. Attachment Sequence Numbers now will download in ascending order
Version: 4.2.16

Date: 16/08/2016

1.2. Revision DFF fields have now been added to the Wizard
Version: 4.2.23

Date: 17/10/2016
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Revision DFF fields have been added to the Wizard.
Attributes available for this functionality range from Attribute1 - Attribute 15
Note - These columns are not required so there should be no impact when removing or copying previous version templates to this Wizard.

1.3. Applied language patch to fix Oracle 12.2 framework update
Version: 4.2.57

Date: 12/05/2017

Applied language patch to fix Oracle 12.2 framework update. This Oracle update has stopped us from being able to select a language from the
EBS browser login page.
If the wrong language value is defaulted into the drop-down box it is unable to be changed. Visually it may appear changed but it will not be
respected by Oracle. Therefore logging in with the wrong language.
In order to fix this we now have the Wizard default the language based on the Oracle Preferences. Therefore the language for the user is now
being set from user's EBS preferences irrespective of what is chosen on the browser Login page.
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1.4. Exploder Functionality Added
Version: 4.2.72

Date: 01/12/2017

In the Download Form the “Explode” functionality has been added.
When the ‘Explode’ button is selected you explode a Bill of Material, providing a list of all the routings for the Assembly and all of its components (if
they themselves have a Bill of Material). The number of levels downloaded is based on the Bill of Materials setup parameter: Max Bills Levels.
Before you can invoke an Exploded Download you must validate the item by clicking the ‘[…]’ button next to the Assembly. You cannot enter an
Assembly To, however you can invoke all the other download criteria as per the standard download.
This functionality won’t have any impact on you the user if you were to move to this new version, this will only provide additional functionality.

1.5.

Column Changes/Additions

This release has had the new Revision DFF columns added to the Wizard. These columns are used to handle the Descriptive Flexfields of Revisions
in Oracle E-Business Suite. In the scenario that an old template is copied into the new version of the Wizard, these columns are not required so
standard practice can be resumed.
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However, if the Routing Revision DFF’s are required then the ‘Routing Revision DFF Context’ column will be required.
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